The theory of product systems both of Hilbert spaces (Arveson systems) and product systems of Hilbert modules has reached a status where it seems appropriate to rest a moment and to have a look at what is known so far and what are open problems. However, the attempt to give an approximately complete account in view pages is destined to fail already for Arveson systems since Tsirelson, Powers and Liebscher have discovered their powerful methods to construct large classes of examples. In this survey we concentrate on that part of the theory that works also for Hilbert modules. This does not only help to make a selection among the possible topics, but it also helps to shed some new light on the case of Arveson systems. Often, proofs that work for Hilbert modules also lead to simpler proofs in the case of Hilbert spaces. We put emphasis on those aspects that arise from recent results about commutants of von Neumann correspondences, which, in the case of Hilbert spaces, explain the relation between the Arveson system and the Bhat system associated with an E 0 -semigroup on B(H).
by means of an associative bilinear multiplication E s × E t ∋ (x s , y t ) → x s y t ∈ E s+t . (Depending on the application, there are also technical conditions about continuity or measurability of sections. We speak about this later on.) The definition of such product systems is due to Arveson that every product system of Hilbert spaces is the one associated with a suitable E 0 -semigroup.
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between product systems (up to isomorphism) and E 0 -semigroups (up to cocycle conjugacy). In the sequel, we will speak about an Arveson system if we intend a product system of Hilbert spaces. In particular, we will speak about the Arveson system associated with an E 0 -semigroup on B(H).
Meanwhile, product systems of Hilbert bimodules or, more fashonably, correspondences made appearance in many contexts. Bhat and Skeide [BS00] constructed a product system of correspondences over a (unital) C * -algebra B from a (unital) CP-semigroup on B.
(See also the discussion of Muhly and Solel [MS02] in Remark 6.6.) This construction overcomes constructions by Bhat [Bha96] and by Arveson [Arv96] who construct an Arveson system starting from a CP-semigroup on B(H) by, first, dilating in a unique way the CP-semigroup to a minimal E 0 -semigroup and, then, constructing the Arveson system of that E 0 -semigroup. The construction of [BS00] , instead, is direct and allows, then, to construct the minimal dilation in a transparent way. Only later, Skeide [Ske02, Ske05a, Ske04] associated in several ways with an E 0 -semigroup a product system. Now the E 0 -semigroup acts on the algebra B a (E) of all adjointable maps on a Hilbert B-module E. Although historically earlier, the approach to product systems from CP-semigroups (that is, irreversible quantum dynamics) has the disadvantage that not all product systems arise in that way. While one of the latest results (Skeide [Ske07] ; still in preparation) asserts that cum grano salis every product system comes from an E 0 -semigroup (that is, reversible quantum dynamics in a sense we specify later on). So the approach via E 0 -semigroups allows a more coherent discussion. In this survey we will concentrate on this connection between product systems and E 0 -semigroups, while we will have no space to discuss also the connections with CP-semigroup and their dilations; see Skeide [Ske03b] . Also basic classification of product systems must be sacrificed; see Skeide [Ske03b, Ske06g] .
The basic factorization property of the symmetric Fock space Γ(H 1 ⊕ H 2 ) = Γ(H 1 ) ⊗ Γ(H 2 ) (H 1 and H 2 some Hilbert spaces) has drawn attention since a long time. In the form
Γ(L 2 ([r, t], K)) = Γ(L 2 ([r, s], K)) ⊗ Γ(L 2 ([s, t], K)), r ≤ s ≤ t ( * )
(K a Hilbert space) it made appearance in the work of Araki [Ara70] that is, the E 0 -semigroup induced on B Γ(L 2 (R + , K)) by the time shift, then the associated
Arveson system is E t with the second choice of an isomorphism, that is, with the time shift acting on the right factor in E s ⊗ E t . However, Bhat discovered a second possibility to associate an Arveson with an E 0 -semigroup. In the case of the CCR-flow one obtains the same Hilbert spaces E t but with the first choice of an isomorphism, that is, with the time shift acting on the left factor in E s ⊗ E t . More generally, the Bhat system associated with any E 0 -semigroup shows always to be anti-isomorphic to the associated Arveson system.
This ambivalence in the tensor product of Hilbert spaces, where we may switch the order of factors without changing (up to canonical isomorphism) the resulting space, is by far less innocent than it appears at the first sight. Nothing like this is true in the module case for the tensor product of correspondences over B. (It is very well possible that in one order their tensor product is {0}, while in the other order it is not.) In fact, we will see that the construction of a product system of correspondences over B from an E 0 -semigroup on B a (E) for some Hilbert B-module E corresponds to the construction of the Bhat system of an E 0 -semigroup on B(H). Also the construction of product system following the ideas of Arveson is still possible.
However, it yields a product system of correspondences over the commutant B ′ of B and works nicely only for von Neumann algebras B. The relation between these two product systems is that one is the commutant of the other. The commutant of a correspondence was introduced in
Skeide [Ske03a] , the conribution to the proceedings of the conference in Mount Holyoke 2002.
In the space available we are not able to even scratch the basic classification results for product systems. We refere the reader to the still quite up-to-date survey Skeide [Ske03b] in the proceedings of the conference in Burg 2001. The classification is based on spatial product systems and their product in Skeide [Ske06g] (preprint 2001).
We fix some notations used throughout, and recall very few basics about Hilbert modules in order to make this survey digestable also for nonexperts in Hilbert modules.
Let B be a C * -algebra. Recall that a pre-Hilbert B-module is a right B-module E with a sesquilinear inner product •, • : E × E → B satisfying x, x ≥ 0 for all x ∈ E (positivity),
x, yb = x, y b for all x, y ∈ E; b ∈ B (right linearity), and x, x = 0 =⇒ x = 0 (definiteness).
If definiteness is missing, then E is a semi-Hilbert B-module. (Properties like x, y * = y, x and xb, y = b * x, y are automatic.) The most basic property of the inner product in a semiHilbert B-module is the following Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
x, y y, x ≤ y, y x, x .
By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality it is possible to quotient out length-zero elements. By CauchySchwartz inequality x := √ x, x defines a norm on the pre-Hilbert module E. If E is complete in that norm, then E is a Hilbert B-module. By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality the operator norm turns the algebra of bounded adjointable operators B a (E) on the pre-Hilbert module E into a pre-C * -algebra. Recall that a map a on E is adjointable, if it admits an adjoint a * such that
x, ay = a * x, y for all x, y ∈ E. Every adjointable map is closeable. Therefore, by the closed graph theorem, an adjointable map on a Hilbert module is bounded, automatically.
In order to speak about product systems we need the (internal) tensor product, and the tensor product is among bimodules or correspondences. If A is another C * -algebra, then a correspondence from A to B (or a A-B-correspondence) is a Hilbert B-module with a nondegenerate representation of A by adjointable operators. If A = B, then we speak also of a correspondence over B or of a B-correspondence.
[1] The (internal) tensor product of a correspondence E from A to B and a correspondence F from B to C is the unique correspondence E ⊙ F from A to C that is generated by elementary tensors x ⊙ y with inner product
and the obvious bimodule operation. Uniqueness is, in the sense of a universal property, up to canonical isomorphism. (In two realizations, simply identify the elementary tensors. For a construction take the vector space tensor product E ⊗ F, define a semiinner product by (1.1) and divide by the length-zero elements.) The tensor product applies also if E is just a Hilbert B-module, as every Hilbert B-module E may be viewed as a correspondence from B a (E) to B.
This also shows that E ⊙ F carries a canonical nondegenerate left action of a ∈ B a (E) which we denote by a ⊙ id F or, sometimes, simply by a, too. (Attention! The unital embedding
we denote the space of those elements a ∈ B a (F) that are bilinear, that is, which fulfill a(by) = b(ay) for all b ∈ B, y ∈ F.
There is an embedding If (v, w) → v · w is bilinear or sesquilinear operation, then VW is the set {v · w : v ∈ V, w ∈ W}.
We do not adopt the convention that VW = span VW or even VW = span VW.
2 The product system associated with an E 0 -semigroup Let S be one of the (additive) semigroups R + or N 0 (with identity 0). We will refer to S = R + also as the continuous time case and to S = N 0 as the discrete case. We are mainly interested in the continuous time case. In associating with an E 0 -semigroup a product system, there is no difference between the discrete and the continuous time case. But knowing how to deal with the discrete case will play a crucial role in showing the converse statement in Sections 3 and 4.
For the forward direction in this section, we will discuss first the Hilbert space case and then gradually pass to modules.
Let ϑ = ϑ t t∈S be an E 0 -semigroup on the algebra B(H) of all adjointable operators on a
Hilbert space H. Recall that an E 0 -semigroup ϑ on a unital * -algebra is a semigroup of unital endomorphisms. If the * -algebra is B(H), then we will require that these endomorphisms are normal, while for the time being we do note pose continuity conditions regarding time dependence of ϑ t . We mentioned already, that there are essentially two ways to associate with ϑ a product system of Hilbert spaces (Arveson system, for short by what we will call a left dilation. Starting with this section we will discuss product systems and their relations with E 0 -semigroups in terms that correspond rather to Bhat's construction.
The generalization of Arveson's approach requires the commutant of a von Neumann correspondence. We will discuss these things starting from Section 5.
In [Bha96] Bhat chooses a unit vector ξ ∈ H and defines the Hilbert subspaces
of H. (Once for all, for an element x in a space with an inner product, we define the map 
and, by restriction, (x r y s )z t = x r (y s z t ). Therefore, the family E B ⊗ = E B t t∈S is an (algebraic) Arveson system [2] and the v t iterate associatively with that product system structure. We call E B ⊗ the Bhat system associated with ϑ.
[3]
In general, whenever for an Arveson system E ⊗ we have a Hilbert space L {0} and a family
iterates associatively with the product system structure, we
(The semigroup property corresponds exactly to the associativity condition.) Moreover, it is easy to check that the Bhat system of ϑ v is E ⊗ by
Verify that this identification does not only preserve the spaces but also the product system structure.) In the case of the Bhat system E B ⊗ of an E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B(H) and the left dilation v t of E B ⊗ to H as constructed before, it follows from In order to obtain a representation theory of B a (E) on E in analogy with that of B(H), we need a condition that replaces normality. The crucial point is that a normal representation of B(H) is determined completely by what it does to the rank-one operators. In particular, if [2] "Algebraic" refers to that we are not posing any continuity or measurability condition on E B ⊗ . [3] Of course, the construction of E B ⊗ depends on ξ. But we explain in Proposition 2.4 that all Arveson systems we obtain from different choices are isomorphic. Moreover, we will single out the result of yet another construction as the Bhat system of ϑ. (That construction has the advantage that it works with choosing a distinguished unit vector. But, even in the Hilbert space case, its simple proof cannot be understood without knowing Hilbert modules; see Remark 2.3.) If we want to emphasize the unit vector ξ, we will say the Bhat system of ϑ based on ξ.
[4] Note that by associativity and the requirement that u 0,0 is the canonical identification, it follows that also v 0 is the canonical identification. Indeed, suppose u is the unique unitary in B(L) such that v 0 (x ⊗ 1) = ux. Then
the representation is nondegenerate, then already the action of the rank-one operators alone has to be nondegenerate. (For a unital representation of B(H), this nondegeneracy condition is equivalent to normality!) We will require that all unital endomorphisms ϑ t of B a (E) are nondegenerate in that sense, that is, we require that for all t ∈ S the set ϑ t (EE * )E is total in E.
It can be shown that this is equivalent to say that the unital representation ϑ t is strict; see, for instance, [MSS06] .
To begin with, suppose that E has a unit vector ξ, that is, ξ, ξ = 1 ∈ B. That means, in particular, that B is unital and that E is full. We showed in Skeide [Ske02] that, in this case, the whole construction of a product systemà la Bhat cum grano salis goes through, as before. As in (2.1), we define Hilbert B-submodules E t := ϑ t (ξξ * )E of E. The grano salis we had to add in [Ske02] is the definition of a left action of B on E t that turns it into a correspondence over B.
This left action is
(Exercise: Check that this defines a unital representation of B by operators on E t .) Once more, the (balanced C-bilinear) mappings in (2.2) define isometries v t : E ⊙E t and u s,t : E s ⊙E t → E s+t .
(We invite the reader to check that these maps, indeed, preserve inner products.) To see that v t is surjective, simply observe that the elements of the total subset ϑ t (EE * )E can be written as
where, clearly, ϑ t (ξy 
we see that the unitaries u s,t are even bilinear.
We summarize: The family E ⊙ = E t t∈S with the unitaries u s,t ∈ B a,bil (E s ⊙ E t , E s+t ) is an (algebraic) product system of correspondences over B. That means, the product (x s , y t ) → x s y t := u s,t (x s ⊙ y t ) is associative, E 0 = B and u t,0 and u 0,t are the canonical identifications.
Moreover, the product system is full in the sense that each E t is full, and the pair (v ⊙ , E) with
iterate associatively with the product system structure and that E is full. The E 0 -semigroup
t t∈S is the ϑ we started with.
Remark
The condition that L be full replaces the condition L {0} of nontriviality in the Hilbert space case. In fact, the only Hilbert space that is not a full Hilbert C-module is {0}.
For nonfull E ⊙ the concept of left dilation is not defined.
The idea of left dilation is that, if a product system E ⊙ gives rise to an
, then the E 0 -semigroup should determine that product system uniquely. 
Every product system E ⊙ of correspondences over B with a quasi dilation v ⊙ to L has a subsystem F ⊙ of full correspondences [MSS06] . In the strict and unital case there is a correspondence F ϑ from B to C such that F E ⊙ F ϑ and ϑ(a) is just amplification a ⊙ id F ϑ . In the not necessarily strict case, the representation on a von Neumann module decomposes into a strict unital part, and a part that annihilates the algebra of finite-rank operators F(E) := span EE * and, therefore, also the C * -algebra of compact operators K(E) = F(E).
We repeat briefly what the construction asserts in the case of an
as discussed in Skeide [Ske04] . To begin with, we do not assume that the Hilbert B-module E is full. For every t ∈ S we turn E into a correspondence t E from B a (E) to B by defining the left action ax = ϑ t (a)x. By the nondegeneracy condition we posed on ϑ t , already the action of F(E) ⊂ B a (E) alone on t E is nondegenerate. In other words, we may also view t E as correspondence from K(E) to B. We turn E * = {x * : x ∈ E} into a correspondence from B to B a (E) by defining the inner product x * , y * := xy * and the bimodule action bx * a := (a * xb * ) * .
As B a (E) E * = K(E) and B E E * is total in E * we may view E * also as a full correspondence from
It is easy to verify that
as correspondences over K(E) and over B E , respectively.
[5] If we define the correspondence
where we denote the elementary tensor of elements y * ∈ E * and z ∈ t E as y * ⊙ t z. Note that this is an isomorphism of correspondences from B a (E) to B so that the canonical action a ⊙ id t of a ∈ B a (E) on the left-hand side corresponds to the canonical action ϑ t (a) of a on the right-hand side. It is readily verified (exercise!) that
defines an (obviously, bilinear) unitary u s,t : E s ⊙ E t → E s+t and that this product is associative.
In other words, E ⊙ = E t t∈S is a product system of B E -correspondences and
If we want to have a concise construction that works
for all E 0 -semigroups, then we speak about this E ⊙ as the product system associated with ϑ.
Remark.
There is a price to be paid, for that this construction works for all E 0 -semigroups.
The members E t = E * ⊙ t E are abstract tensor products, while in every other construction, also After the preceding discussion of the general nonunital and even nonfull case, we will now concentrate on full product systems. What happens if we have two left dilations (v 1 ⊙ , L 1 ) and 
These u t form an isomorphism of product systems. (Exercise!)
We summarize: Every E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B a (E) leads to a product system E ⊙ . If E is full, then so is E ⊙ and E ⊙ is related to ϑ via a left dilation v ⊙ to E giving back ϑ as ϑ v . Every other left dilation of E ⊙ to E leads to an E 0 -semigroup cocycle conjugate to ϑ and two E 0 -semigroups on B a (E) have isomorphic product systems, if and only if they are cocycle conjugate.
If E is not full, then we may still associate with an E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B a (E) a product system E ⊙ . This product system consists of full correspondences over B E . So if we simply restrict
to B E , then we are in the full situation. There is no problem to consider E t as a (no longer full) correspondence over B. However, if we insist in having a product system of correspondences over B, then we must replace E 0 = B E with B. This causes a sharp discontinuity at t = 0.
[6] Left (quasi) dilations of the same product system admit direct sums. We expect that it is possible to develop a decomposition theory for left dilations in terms of smallest building blocks. [7] We have even more: Suppose B a (L 1 ) and B a (L 2 ) are strictly isomorphic, so that there is a Morita equivalence
conjugate (in the obvious way), if and only if their product systems E i ⊙ are Morita equivalent via the same Morita equivalence M, that is, there is an isomorphism between the product systems
For that, L 1 and L 2 need not even be modules over the same C * -algebra. See Skeide [Ske04] for details.
Such a product system with B E t = B E B for t > 0 will never be continuous in the sense of Definition 4.2 below. Product systems where B E t increases in continuous way to B may have interesting left quasi dilations if there is a nontrivial subalgebra C of B such that B E t ⊃ C for all t. But the investigation of quasi dilations, so far, has not yet been tackled.
Even if t∈S B E t = {0} we obtain interesting structures, if we weaken, in the definition of left quasi dilation, unitarity of v t to isometry.
Example.
Put E = B = C 0 (0, ∞), define the Hilbert submodules E t = C 0 (t, ∞) of B, and let S t denote the usual right shift. We turn E t into a correspondence over B by defining the left action b.x t := S t (b)x t . We leave it as an exercise to check that v t (x ⊙ y t ) = S t (x)y t defines an isometry E ⊙ E t → E, and that the restriction u s,t to E s ⊙ E t defines a bilinear unitary onto E s+t . Clearly, the u s,t turn E ⊙ = E t t∈S into a product system and the v t iterate associatively with the product system structure. Note that v t is not adjointable, so it is not possible to define
(In fact, such a semigroup should have to send
define an E-semigroup on K(E) = B, and E ⊙ may be considered as the product system of that E-semigroup. The difficulty disappears for von Neumann modules; see Bhat and Lindsay
[BL05] and Skeide [Ske04, Ske06e] for the obvious generalizations from E 0 -semigroups to
E-semigroups.
The question whether to every full product system E ⊙ there exists a left dilation and, therefore, an E 0 -semigroup that has E ⊙ as associated product system is the subject of the following two sections.
Arveson systems and E 0 -semigroups
One of the most important results about Arveson systems is that every Arveson system is the Arveson system associated with an E 0 -semigroup; see Section 5 for the terminology we use here. Therefore we refer to this result as the fundamental theorem about Arveson systems. By Observation 3.1, below, this is equivalent to say that every Arveson system is the Bhat system associated with an E 0 -semigroup as described in Section 2 or, by Proposition 2.1, to say that every Arveson system admits a left dilation.
Arveson showed the fundamental theorem in the last of the four articles [Arv89a, Arv90a, The hard problem is the continuous time case S = R + in absence of so-called units. A unit for an Arveson system E ⊗ is a family ξ ⊗ = ξ t t∈S of elements ξ t ∈ E t that fulfills
and ξ 0 = 1. Arveson excludes the trivial case where ξ t = 0 for all t > 0. We do not want to exclude it at all as a possibility. Nevertheless, in these notes we shall assume tacitly that a unit is nontrivial. [8] We say a unit ξ ⊗ is unital, if ξ t , ξ t = 1 for all t ∈ S.
[8] If we speak about continuous units, as almost everywhere in the Hilbert modules case, then nontriviality is
If E ⊗ has a unital unit ξ ⊗ , then already Arveson [Arv89a, appendix] constructed a right dilation by an inductive limit. We discuss here the version for left dilations from [BS00, BBLS04] that will work also for Hilbert modules. For every s, t ∈ S we define an isometric embedding
The E t together with these embeddings form an inductive system. We denote by L its inductive limit. The factorization u s,t : E s ⊗ E t → E s+t under the limit s → ∞ gives rise to a factorization v t : L ⊗ E t → L. Associativity of the product system structure u s,t guarantees that the v t form a left dilation of E ⊗ . All the ξ t ∈ E t in the inductive limit appear as the same vector ξ and v t (ξ ⊗ ξ t ) = ξ. We leave it as an exercise to show that the Bhat system associated with the
The problem is that, in the continuous time case, there are loads of product systems without units.
[9] However, it is always possible to find a unit for a product system in the discrete case S = N 0 . Simply take any unit vector ξ 1 ∈ E 1 and put ξ n = ξ n 1 . Then ξ ⊗ = ξ n n∈N 0 is a unital unit for E ⊗ . Existence of left dilations for discrete Arveson systems is the starting point of the construction in Skeide [Ske06a] .
So let E ⊗ = E t t∈R + be an Arveson system. Suppose we have a left dilationv n of the discrete subsystem E n n∈N 0 of E ⊗ toL. (This can be the preceding inductive limit construction based on a unit vector ξ 1 ∈ E 1 , but it need not.) We try now to "lift" this left dilation of the discrete subsystem to a left dilation of the whole system. [10] To that goal we consider the direct integrals
, the unique integer such that t − n ∈ [0, 1). Then the following identifications
In the step from the second line to the third one we have made power of E 1 . Just that how many factors E 1 have to be absorbed depends on whether α + t − n is bigger or smaller then 1.
The identifications in (3.2) suggest operations that act directly on sections x ⊗ y α α∈ Hilbert space. In [Ske06d] we have shown that this Hilbert space is canonically isomorphic to
L.
[12] For a stable section y and an element x t ∈ E t Arveson defines the stable section yx t by [11] The direct integrals make sense immediately, if for dα we choose the counting measure, that is, as direct sums.
In this case, the E 0 -semigroup we obtain from the left dilation has no chance to satisfy any reasonable continuity condition, because the left dilation involves a shift of sections. (Also the time shift on ℓ 2 [0, 1) is not weakly continuous.) Anyway: Every algebraic Arveson system admits a left dilation, though not always a continuous one. [12] Roughly speaking, in the construction ofL⊗ 1 0 E α dα one has to interchange inductive limit and direct integral.
In other words, one considers an inductive limit over E n ⊗ 1 0
This space corresponds to the subspace of stable sections that satisfy (3.3) for all α ≥ n.
Then y ⊗ x t → yx t defines an isometry that, in the picture L, coincides with v t (from which also surjectivity is immediate). The advantage of Arveson's approach [Arv06] is that associativity is immediate and that it gives an interpretation of the inductive limit in very concrete terms. The construction in [Ske06a] is slightly more general. It starts from the well-known observation that it is easy to obtain a left dilation for the discrete subsystem and the basic idea in (3.2) how to transform that dilation into a dilation of the whole system.
We close this section with some explanations about left and right dilations. Whenever for an
Arveson system E ⊗ we have a Hilbert space R {0} and a family w ⊗ of unitaries w t : E t ⊗R → R that iterates associatively with the product system structure, we call the pair (w
[13]
A representation of an Arveson system E ⊗ on a Hilbert space R is a family of maps η t : E t → B(R) such that
If we have a representation, then it is easy to check that w t : x t ⊗ y → η t (x t )y defines an isometry w t : E t ⊗ R → R. These isometries iterate associatively with the product system struc- 
the opposite system and a right dilation (w
system. We simply have to reverse in all tensor products the order of the factors, that is, we put
. For correspondences the operation(x s , y t ) → y t x s will rarely define an isometry. In general, there is no opposite system for product systems of correspondences. However, for product systems of von Neumann correspondences there is the commutant, and the commutant of an Arveson system coincides with its opposite system; see Example 6.4.
[13] Also here it is automatic that w 0 is the canonical identification; cf. Footnote [4]. Note that the E 0 -semigroup θ on B(R) has E ⊗ as associated Arveson system in the sense of
Observation
[Arv89a] and ϑ has E ′⊗ as associated Arveson system. We explain this in Section 5.
Continuous product systems and E 0 -semigroups
Let E ⊙ = E t t∈S be a product system of correspondences over a unital C * -algebra B. Like in the Hilbert space case, a unit for E ⊙ is a family ξ ⊙ = ξ t t∈S of elements ξ t ∈ E t fulfilling (3.1) and ξ 0 = 1. We do not define what a unit is, if B is nonunital! The unit is unital, if ξ t , ξ t = 1 for all t ∈ S. The construction of an E 0 -semigroup from a unital unit works as for Hilbert spaces:
We define isometric embeddings E t → E s+t by x t → ξ s x t . Then, the inductive limit L factors as If in a discrete product system E ⊙ = E n n∈N 0 the member E 1 has a unit vector, then we may construct a left dilation of that discrete product system. However, there are discrete product systems where no member except E 0 has a unit vector. It is one of the main results of
Skeide [Ske04] to show that every full discrete product system of correspondences over a unital C * -algebra admits a left dilation; see Footnote [16] . Now let us discuss the continuous time case. Let E ⊙ = E t t∈R + be a full product system of correspondences over a unital C * -algebra B. Hilbert module over a unital C * -algebra B. What can we say about the associated product system? How is continuity of ϑ reflected by the bundle structure of the product system? As a first step, we have to fix a version of the product system and of the left dilation relating it to ϑ. We have to take into account that the structures we derive might depend on that choice. To have a start, let us suppose that E has a unit vector ξ and construct product system E ⊙ and left dilation v t of that product system from the unit vector ξà la Bhat. The essential observation is that in this approach all E t are identified as submodules of E. Moreover, for every x ∈ E the function t → ϑ t (ξξ * )x ∈ E t ⊂ E is continuous. Of course, if x = y t ∈ E t , then the section t → x t := ϑ t (ξξ * )x assumes the value x t = y t at t. It is not difficult to check that, whenever we have two sections x, y of E ⊙ such that the functions t → x t ∈ E t ⊂ E and t → y t ∈ E t ⊂ E are continuous, then also the function (s, t) → x s y t ∈ E s+t ⊂ E is continuous; see Skeide [Ske03b] .
This motivates the following definition from [Ske03b, Ske06c] .
Definition.
Let E ⊙ = E t t∈R + be a product system of correspondences over a C * -algebra
B with a family i = i t t∈R + of isometric embeddings i t : E t → E into a Hilbert B-module E.
Denote by
t → i t x t is continuous the set of continuous sections of E ⊙ (with respect to i).
We say E ⊙ is continuous (with respect to i), if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. For every y t ∈ E t we can find a continuous section x ∈ CS i (E ⊙ ) such that x t = y t .
2. For every pair x, y ∈ CS i (E ⊙ ) of continuous sections the function
is continuous.
We say two embeddings i and i ′ have the same continuous structure, 
Lemma. If B is unital, then a continuous product system E ⊙ of correspondences over B contains a continuous section ζ ∈ CS i (E ⊙ ) that consists entirely of unit vectors and fulfills
ζ 0 = 1
. In particular, every E t contains a unit vector (and, therefore, is full).
The proof relies on the fact that the invertible elements of B form an open subset (so that there is a continuous section that consists of unit vectors at least for all sufficiently small t), and on the fact that the tensor product of unit vectors is again a unit vector (so that small pieces of that section can be used to compose a global continuous section of unit vectors).
We see that not only the continuous product system is full automatically [14] , but that all of its members contain a unit vector. That is, we may not only use a unit vector in E 1 to construct a left dilation of the discrete subsystem, but we may even adapt Arveson's construction of an E 0 -semigroup word by word as described in Section 3. will cause that the inner product a+1 a y α , z α dα is no longer eventually constant. [14] Note that this may fail, if B is nonunital. Indeed, the product system from Example 2.5 with the canonical embedding C 0 (t, ∞) → C 0 (0, ∞) is continuous. But, none of the E t is full but E 0 .
Arveson's proof in [Arv06] , once understood the idea, is easier to carry out than our proof in [Ske06a] . This is, why in [Ske06c] we followed Arveson's road to prove the fundamental theorem for continuous product systems of correspondences over a unital C * -algebra. Schwartz inequality shows that also X, X must be invertible so that X X, X −1 is a unit vector in E n .) [16] The strongly continuous E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B a (E) may be lifted to a strongly contin-
E)) (acting pointwise with ϑ on the matrix elements), [15] As a trivial example, take the Hilbert M 2 -modules E = C 2 where we put C n := (C n ) * . The only E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B a (E) = C is ϑ t = id C , its product system simply E t = M 2 with multiplication as identification E s ⊙ E t = E s+t .
Also the left dilation v t is simply the canonical identification E ⊙ M 2 = E. Nontrivial examples may be obtained by working in the present one via direct sum constructions. [16] This result is key in the proof of [Ske04] that every full discrete product system E ⊙ = E n n∈N 0 of correspondences over a unital C * -algebra admits a left dilation. In fact, if E n 1 contains a unit vector, then intuitively also M n·∞,∞ (E 1 ) = M ∞ (E) should contain a unit vector. The problem is that M ∞ (E 1 ), usually, is not big enough, but a suitable strict completion is. This problem does not appear in the version for von Neumann modules. The price to be paid is that the analogue of the lemma for von Neumann modules requires a direct sum E n 1 with arbitrary cardinality n. Now M n (E 1 ) is nothing but B n ⊙ E 1 ⊙ B n . In other words, the tensor powers of M n (E 1 ) form a product system B n ⊙ E ⊙ ⊙ B n Morita equivalent to E ⊙ in the sense of Footnote [7] . Once a unit vector in M n (E 1 ) is established, we find a left dilation of B n ⊙ E ⊙ ⊙ B n . And one of the major results of [Ske04] asserts that a product system admits a left dilation, if (and only if) it is Morita equivalent to another product system that admits a left dilation.
having the same product system E ⊙ as ϑ. Now E ⊙ can be induced from a unit vector E n . Also here the continuous structure depends neither on how big n is, nor on which unit vector we choose.
It is an open problem how to define a continuous structure on E ⊙ without reference to a unit vector. A solution might be to give a definition of continuous product systems in terms of Banach bundles (as Hirshberg's [Hir04] for Borel bundles), that is, by giving explicitly a set of sections that are supposed to be continuous and that determine the structure of the bundle. The product system will, then, be considered as obtained via [MSS06, Ske04] . A candidate for the generating set of continuous sections would be the set
It is unclear in how far a definition of continuous product system as Banach bundle (generated by a compatible set of continuous sections) is already sufficient to run through the proof of [Ske06c] . It might be necessary to find a further condition that substitutes the condition being a subbundle of a trivial bundle.
Remark.
We mentioned in Remark 4.1 that Arveson's construction of a right dilation (that is, of an essential representation) for the Hilbert space case, with tensoring a unit vector from the right, fails for modules. However, in Skeide [Ske06f] we pointed out that the construction, indeed, can be saved if we tensor something different from the right. This "something different"
is a unit vector not for E 1 but for the member E ′ 1 of the commutant of the product system E ⊙ .
And an element of E t can be tensored with en element from E ′ s in a reasonable way. We explain the commutant of a product system in Section 6. But we do not have the space to explain any detail (in particular, how the C * -setting of this section fits into the von Neumann-setting of Section 6) and refer the reader to [Ske06f] . However, we mention that the existence of a unit vector in E ′ 1 follows by Hirshberg's result [Hir05a] that every full discrete product system with faithful left action admits a right dilation. This result is dual to [Ske04] in the sense of commutant. And, as a matter of fact, the condition that the left actions of the product system be faithful is dual to fullness under commutant. For right dilations it is as indispensable as fullness is for left dilations.
The Arveson system of an E 0 -semigroup on B(H)
Preparing Section 6, in this section we review Arveson's construction of an Arveson system from an E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B(H) and compare it with Bhat's. Arveson defines for every ϑ t the intertwiner space 
It is readily verified that
In the case of the Arveson system E A ⊗ of an E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B(H) and the right dilation w Let us return to the E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B(H) and ask what the relation is between E A ⊗ and E B ⊗ . Of course, the dimension of the multiplicity space of an endomorphism ϑ t is unique, no matter whether we factor it out to the left (right dilation) or to the right (left dilation). Therefore, is the opposite product system of E B ⊗ . The two need not be isomorphic.
[17]
[17] Tsirelson [Tsi00a] provided us with an explicit example of a product system that is not isomorphic to its opposite product system.
Let us see why
In other words, u t and u 
In other words, u
, that is, the family u
6 E 0 -Semigroups and product systemsà la Arveson: Com-
mutants of von Neumann correspondences
Of course, the construction in Section 2 of the product system associated with an E 0 -semigroup on B a (E) works also if E is a von Neumann module. (After all a von Neumann module is also a Hilbert module.) In presence of a unit vector it is even clear that the product system consists of von Neumann modules. (The ranges of projections on von Neumann modules are von Neumann modules.) The point is that in the assumptions on the E 0 -semigroup it is sufficient that the endomorphisms of the von Neumann algebra B a (E) be only normal, not necessarily strict. In
we provided a generalization of Bhat's approach (without unit vectors, not along the lines of [MSS06] ) that works for every von Neumann module (and, of course, gives a product system isomorphic to that constructed along the lines of [MSS06] ). As all modifications to be done are plain, we do not discuss them here.
The approach we want to discuss here, is the generalization of Arveson's approach, as discovered in Skeide [Ske03a] together with the commutant of von Neumann correspondences.
To that goal we have to spend some time to review the necessary notions and facts about von Neumann modules, von Neumann correspondences and their commutants. The correspondence between a von Neumann algebra and its commutant is bijective. In order that this desirable property remains true for commutants of von Neumann correspondences and does not degenerate to an equivalence, we have to choose our categories carefully. The correct category that allows to view the commutant as a bijective functor is the category of concrete von Neumann correspondences; Skeide [Ske06b] . In the sequel, we discuss only the case relevant to us, namely, correspondences over B. (See also Remark 6.3.)
Before we can speak about concrete von Neumann correspondences, we have to speak about concrete von Neumann modules. Recall that a von Neumann algebra is a strongly closed * -algebra B ⊂ B(G) of operators acting nondegenerately on a Hilbert space G. As usual, by B ′ ⊂ B(G) we denote the commutant of B. Similarly, a concrete von Neumann B-module is a subset E of B (G, H) , where H is another Hilbert space, such that
2. E is a pre-Hilbert B-module with inner product x, y = x * y, that is, E * E ⊂ B,
3. E acts nondegenerately on G, that is, span EG = H, and
E is strongly closed in B(G, H).
If we wish to underline the Hilbert space H, we will also write the pair (E, H) for the concrete von Neumann B-module. One may show (see Skeide [Ske00, Ske05b] ) that a subset E of B(G, H) fulfilling 1-3 (that is, E is a concrete pre-Hilbert B-module) is a concrete von Neumann B-module, if and only if E is self-dual [18] , that is, if and only if E is a W * -module over the von Neumann algebra B ⊂ B(G) considered as a W * -algebra. By cvN B we denote the category of concrete von Neumann B-modules with the adjointable maps a ∈ B a (E 1 , E 2 ) as morphisms. Identifying xg ∈ H with x ⊙ g ∈ E ⊙ G, we see from 3 that H and E ⊙ G are canonically isomorphic. [19] Giving E as a subset of B(G, H) from the beginning, is crucial for that the commutant, later on, will be bijective. The fact that H is canonically isomorphic to the tensor product E ⊙ G is, however, by far more inspiring from the algebraic point of view.
For instance, every adjointable operator a ∈ B a (E 1 , E 2 ) amplifies to an operator a
Consequently, a gives rise to and is determined uniquely by an operator in [18] Recall that a Hilbert B-module is self-dual, if every bounded right linear map E → B has the form x → y, x for a suitable y ∈ E. [19] In fact, if E is a pre-Hilbert module over a pre-C * -algebra B ⊂ B(G), then one may construct the Hilbert
where we put L x g := x ⊙ g, transforming E into a concrete pre-Hilbert B-module (E, E ⊙ G). For a von Neumann algebra B ⊂ B(G) we defined in [Ske00] that E is a von Neumann B-module, if its image in B(G, E ⊙ G) is strongly closed. Of course, in that way also a W * -module over a W * -algebra M may be turned into a von Neumann module after choosing a faithful normal unital representation of M on a Hilbert space G, thus, turning M into a von Neumann algebra. B(H 1 , H 2 ) . In particular, B a (E) ⊂ B(H) is a von Neumann algebra acting on
B(H 1
, H 2 ) that acts as x 1 g → (ax 1 )g. We shall denote this operator by the same symbol a and identify in that way B a (E 1 , E 2 ) as a subset of B(H 1 , H 2 ). It is easy to show that B a (E 1 , E 2 ) is strongly closed in
H.
Those operators on the second factor G in E⊙G that embed into B(E⊙G) are the B-C-linear From the commutant lifting ρ ′ we obtain back E as the space
of intertwiners for the natural actions of B ′ . This was known already to Rieffel [Rie74b] . In [Ske05b] we proved it by simply calculating the double commutant of the linking von Neumann algebra in B(G ⊕ H):
This proof also shows that the commutant ρ [20]
We find that [20] Denote by P ∈
′ the projection onto the invariant subspace span
Since ρ ′ is nondegenerate, the statement follows.
as an equivalence between the category von Neumann B-modules and B ′ cvN. As a von Neumann B-module E, first, must be turned into a concrete von Neumann B-modules (E, E ⊙ G), the correspondence is not bijective but only an equivalence. 
we obtain a von Neumann B ′ -module which is turned into a von Neumann B ′ -correspondence by defining a left action via ρ ′ . We call E ′ the commutant of E. The commutant is a bijective functor from the category of concrete von Neumann B-correspondences onto the category of concrete von Neumann B ′ -correspondences (in each case with the bilinear adjointable maps as morphisms that are, really, the same algebra although definitely less involved, still has the problem that the usual tensor product must be completed in a suitable σ-topology, and this topology is defined rather ad hoc.
The tensor product two of von Neumann correspondences E 1 and E 2 is easy to obtain (and unique up to unitary equivalence): Simply construct E 1 ⊙ E 2 ⊙ G and determine the strong
, a purely algebraic problem, like determining the double commutant of a * -algebra of operators. Up to canonical isomorphism it is not important whether we construct first E 1 ⊙ E 2 and then (E 1 ⊙ E 2 ) ⊙ G or first E 2 ⊙ G and then E 1 ⊙ (E 2 ⊙ G). If we have concrete von Neumann correspondences (E 1 , H 1 ) and (E 2 , H 2 ) it occurs to be more adapted to construct E 1 ⊙ H 2 as the space H 2 , canonically isomorphic to E 2 ⊙ G, is given from the beginning. By slight abuse of notation we shall denote the concrete von Neumann correspondence obtained in that way by E 1 ⊙ E 2 ⊂ B(G, E 1 ⊙ H 2 ), using the same symbol ⊙ as for the tensor product of C * -correspondences. Anyway, no matter how we obtained
to fix an isomorphism from the concrete von Neumann correspon- The notations established so far allow to state and prove that the commutant establishes a bijective functor between the category cvN 
where we used two times E t ⊙ G H t E ′ t ⊙ G and, in the middle, an isomorphism that, indeed, simply flips x s ⊙ y 
This chain shows clearly how u s,t enters and that the flip of the elements x ′ t ans y s is the only thing where we are really doing something. [22] It is routine to show that the u ′ t,s defined in that way turn E ′⊙ into a product system, the commutant system of E ⊙ .
6.4 Example. Suppose E ⊗ is an Arveson system. We turn E t in to the concrete von Neumann correspondence (E t , H t = E t ) by identifying x t ∈ E t with the map λ → x t λ in B(C, E t ). Both the Stinespring representation of C ⊂ B(C) and the commutant lifting of C ′ = C are simply the 
In this special case, thanks to E t = E ′ t (a formula, that in the general case has no sense), everything can be done at once by defining u
As a more elaborate example we discuss now the construction from [Ske03a] that, first, generalizes Arveson's construction of a product system from an E 0 -semigroup and, then, shows that the commutant of that system is the product system associated with the E 0 -semigroup. So let (E, H) be a strongly full von Neumann module over a von Neumann algebra B ⊂ B(G).
Strongly full means that E, E generates B as von Neumann algebra. It is easy to show (exercise!) that E is strongly full, if and only if the associated commutant lifting (ρ ′ , H) is faithful.
Let ϑ be an E 0 -semigroup of (normal unital) endomorphisms ϑ t of B a (E) ⊂ B(H). Like Arveson we define the intertwiner space
and ρ ′ is faithful, we may define an inner product
It is plain to verify that E ′ t with this inner product and the bimodule operation b
is a von Neumann correspondence over B ′ . Observe that E ′ t acts nondegenerately on H by Lemma 6.1 and that it is the only space of intertwiners of ϑ t and id B a (E) with this property. It follows that Like the Arveson system of an E 0 -semigroup on B(H), the product system E ′⊙ associated a la Arveson with the E 0 -semigroup ϑ on B a (E) ⊂ B(H) comes along with a faithful nondegenerate representation η If E ⊙ is both strongly full and faithful, then also Observation 3.2 remains true. In [Ske07] we will show that a strongly continuous product system E ⊙ of (concrete) von Neumann correspondences admits a strongly continuous left dilation, if it is strongly full, and a strongly continuous right dilation, if it is faithful. [24] In this case, the unitary group according to Observation 3.2 is strongly continuous and so are the two E 0 -semigroups ϑ and θ. [25] This means that the commutant of E ⊙ is also derived from a strongly continuous E 0 -semigroup and, therefore, possesses a strongly continuous structure. We do not describe here the definition of strongly continuous product systems. Apart from missing space, at the time being we have more than one candidate for a definition, and all candidates work well. We did not yet find out which one we should consider the best one. Anyway, the results will allow to show the following theorem.
6.5 Theorem. The commutant of a strongly continuous, strongly full and faithful product system is strongly continuous, strongly full and faithful, too.
Muhly and Solel [MS05b] have a similar result for measurable product systems under separability assumptions. However, while our proof relies essentially on the product system structure (in that we have to construct a left and a right dilation and to use the semigroup structure encoded by them), their proof is rather a result on general measurable bundles of correspondences and works by a reduction to the analogue result for von Neumann algebras due to Effros [Eff65] . In general it is far from being obvious why a bundle of intertwiners between bundles of Banach modules should admit (strongly) continuous sections. the Accardi-Cecchini conditional expectation [AC82] that coincides with the usual conditional expectation whenever the latter exists; see also Accardi and Longo [Lon84, AL93] . Last but surely not least there is the duality between the product system of a CP-semigroup in Bhat and Skeide [BS00] and the product system constructed from the same CP-semigroup by Muhly and Solel [MS02] . The latter is the the commutant of the former, a problem left open in [MS02] that lead to the notion of commutant of correspondences and product systems in [Ske03a] .
